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Mission Statement

It is our goal and mission to
provide the opportunity for
people of all ages to increase
their understanding of the natural
environment of Northwest Ohio
and to interact with their fellow
inhabitants in a sustainable manner.

Attendees at the May 2 walk tested the feel and scent of wild plants, including wild ginger.

A day of flowers and fungi
Naturalist Tammy Spillis led a May 2 walk along greening Quarry Farm trails.
Because it was still winter coat weather a few days before, the bloodroot wasn’t
blooming, but we found buttercup and toadstools, as well as many wild greens
and fungi of the edible variety.
Armed with field guides and mnemonic devices like “sedges have edges,”
attendees started down Red Fox hill in a search for wildflowers and fungi.
Tammy, an expert in distinguishing the edible from inedible, showed us various
types of lettuces, mustards and parsnips. We learned that if a grapevine hangs
nearby, one needn’t worry about a drinking source as the grapevine can be
tapped for pure sweet water.

Summer 2015 Events
Leaf Making Workshop

Red Admiral butterfly
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Saturday, July 11, from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Create a lasting leaf that will feed bird, decorate your garden or patio or your
living room. Bring a 2’ x 2’ sturdy sheet of plywood, if possible, or purchase
one here. Vinyl gloves will be provided, or bring your own. Wear protective
clothing. Materials cost: $15, due day of workshop. Preregister by
emailing thequarryfarm@gmail.com.

Honeysuckle Pull Party

Saturday, August 15, from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Bush honeysuckle is an invasive plant that shades out many of our wildflowers
and the seedlings of native trees. Help us take control of this shrub and replace
it with native plants. If you have little ones with lots of energy, this is the outing
for you. Participants will leave with a handmade walking stick. Cost: Free.

Drawing and Watercolor Workshop

Saturday, September 5, from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Using charcoal made here on The Quarry Farm and natural plant dyes,
you will create an original work of art. Cost: $10, due day of workshop.
Preregister by emailing thequarryfarm@gmail.com.

Many of the residents
of the farm animal
sanctuary are here
due to unpleasant
circumstances,
with histories that
include physical and
emotional abuse,
neglect and/or
Lucy greeted members of a historical automobile tour who visited
abandonment.
on June 22.
Others were treated
with love and respect, but for one reason or another, their families could no longer
care for them in the manner in which they were accustomed. Lucy the Sicilian
donkey is one of the lucky ones.
Lucy lived with Brandi and her family in southwest Indiana before she made the
journey by trailer across that state and into Northwest Ohio. Prior to the April 11
trip, this sweet Sicilian donkey lived with a herd of sheep and another donkey.
The brutal winters of 2014 and 2015 took the ultimate toll on the other donkey,
and Lucy’s family felt it necessary to sell their farm and find new situations for
themselves and the animals.
Last fall, we read a plea that Brandi shared via a national rescue site. While the
farm animal sanctuary is not equipped for horses or sheep, we had a space for
another donkey. To make a long story short, Lucy fit right in. Buddy the miniature
donkey told her that he was in charge right off the bat, and she lets him keep right
on thinking that — most of the time.
While Lucy was shy for the first week or so, a visit from the third grade class of
Pandora-Gilboa School (see below) was just too good for her to pass up. She
greeted the students and has been on the welcoming committee ever since.

Thank You

• AEP Ohio for grant monies
• Doug and Sandy Downing for a
monetary donation
• AirSolv, Inc. for the monetary donation
• Members of the 2015 National 1 &
2 Cylinder Millstream Road Oilers for
the monetary donation
• Paula Harper for donation of crafted
potholders for gift shop
• Mike Erchenbrecher for wren boxes
• Pandora-Gilboa third grade class
for drawings illustrating their
visit (see http://thequarryfarm.
org/2015/05/21/superheros-swoopin-on-saturday-no-capes)

WISH LIST
The following items are needed for
visitor trail development and
maintenance and educational animal
ambassador rehabilitation, care and
handling. Please call 419-384-7195 if
you can supply anything on the list.
• unsalted tree nuts in the shell (walnuts,
pecans, almonds, hazelnuts)
• Tractor Supply cards for animal feed
• apples
• volunteers for trail and garden
maintenance

Classroom
visits, onsite
and in school
Although the
Pandora-Gilboa
School is just around
a few corners from
The Quarry Farm,
this is the first time a
class has been able The Pandora-Gilboa third grade class gathered in the Seitz Family Pavilion for a group photo.
to pay us visit in a
while. This morning, the sun rose in a clear blue sky, the tortuous winds that we’ve had of late held their breath for the most
part, and 41 students descended the bus steps to join us for the morning.
At three different stations, these curious kids learned about herbs alongside the butterfly garden and beneficial insects that
spend much of their life in and along Cranberry Run and Riley Creek, and met some of the animals of the sanctuary.
On May 21, we visited Glandorf Elementary School and shared a program on aquatic insects and how they benefit
us and everything else. The second grade class met dragonfly and mayfly nymphs, crayfish, water scorpions and other
macroinvertebrates that make their homes in local waterways and, in some cases, above the water once they mature.
Captain John Smith the Virginia opossum also made an appearance as the educational ambassador for all marsupial members
of nature’s clean-up crew.

Evolution of a pond
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—The Gardener at The Quarry Farm

Volunteer Bill Schumacher (above) dug into the raingarden
project while his daughter Yaqi (below) volunteered to
shape up one of the butterfly gardens.

14321 Road 7L
Pandora, OH 45877

Several times in the newsletter I’ve mentioned my rain garden/
wetlands pond/mudhole slowly forming, shovelful by shovelful,
north of Red Fox Cabin. At the rate I was shoveling, it might
have been dug by year’s end--2015 or 2016. Then suddenly,
in one Saturday’s time, it was finished, complete with a nicely
mounded berm ready for planting, by a valiant volunteer and
former neighbor, Bill Schumacher. (While Bill was shoveling
away, his wife Carole and daughters Betty and Yaqi were
mulching and weeding in the garden, and his sons Christian
and Mandi and brothers Joe and Dan were clearing brush and
building fence elsewhere on The Quarry Farm.)
The next week attempts, began to re-create the vision of
loveliness that exists in my mind’s eye when I picture the
pond as I want it to look next summer. Daughter Anne and
granddaughter Rowan carried rocks over from the animal
sanctuary and lined the base of the pond wall to stabilize the
soil, and I began transplanting things from woods, garden and
nursery to the raw earth of the berm. Pennyroyal grows wild
in the Quarry Farm woods. Although it can be invasive in a
garden, it seemed perfect for a fast-growing cover surrounding
the pond, and I don’t care if it sneaks into the grass. At the
deeper end nearest the cabin, water-loving purple flags,
cardinal flower and red water dock found in a nursery are set
deep where their roots will stay moist. (The nearby rain barrel
will come to their rescue during dry spells.) In the near future,
I’ll drive up to Naturally Native Nursery to search for other
moisture-tolerant natives, especially grasses.
To the bank above the level water can reach, I’m transplanting
things that will tolerate a range of conditions, some for the side
shaded by a birch tree and others for the sunnier side. So far,
there are purple coneflowers, cosmos, thyme (nice, fragrant
ground-cover), Joe Pye weed for a stately backdrop against
the woods beyond the pond, two varieties of cranesbill, a
low-growing hosta, a swamp milkweed, a lone marigold that I
didn’t have a place for, and sweet basil sprouts from a packet I
sprinkled around on a whim. Planting will continue this summer,
but I’m trying not to get carried away, keeping in mind issues
of light, scale, spacing, color, pattern, shapeand harmony as I
select candidates.
Although my gardener’s heart delights most in cultivating a
feast for the senses, my head acknowledges that my little pond,
or rain garden(?), has fulfilled its original practical purpose,
which was to protect Red Fox Cabin from standing water.
When the heavy rains came recently, the pond filled rapidly
and very little water lay outside it, none under the cabin. A
rain garden is defined in part by the length of time water takes
to drain away, twenty-four hours at the most, not long enough
to drown anything planted in it. Water from our latest deluge
has lain in my little excavation for several days, so I guess it’s a
pond. I’ll not be planting anything on the floor but will spread
sand and river stone and accept that it will probably be dry
for long spells. Then I’ll call it a Zen garden. Whenever it fills,
I’ll enjoy the dragonflies that come looking for mosquitoes, the
pawprints of foraging raccoons on the bank, and perhaps even
the plop of a startled frog.

